PE SPECIALIST IMPACT SUMMARY 2016/17

‘The Sports premium must be spent by schools on making additional and sustainable improvements
to the provision of PE and sport for the benefit of all pupils to encourage the development of
healthy, active lifestyles.’
All schools in the partnership have achieved either the bronze or silver games award based on the
work carried out in the partnership last year.
Sports and Competitions
Our interschool competition calendar was set at the start of the school year and includes 10
events, one per month, excluding holidays.
It was agreed that this year we would, where possible, bring all the schools together to compete
and each school has made a commitment to ensure that children attend and take part. A small
part of the funding has been used for transport in order to meet this requirement. As a result, we
have always had teams competing at every competition event, with schools having a significant
increase in children participating in sporting events from previous years.
The number of events has been increased this year, giving pupils more opportunity to access
competitions. Gymnastics and Athletics competitions have been added; the Gymnastics being one
of the events that is a pathway to a West Yorkshire Schools Games event.
In April, we held our very popular Multisport SEN event. This gave pupils with additional needs
the opportunity to take part in one of our organised events. It was a brilliant afternoon and was
lovely to see the children assisting each other, from schools other than their own, to overcome
any issues they had.
The champion of champions Olympics was a great success last year and showcased the gifted and
talented athletes across the schools. This will be taking place again this year to enable these
pupils to compete with other pupils who are of a similar standard.
Healthy food assemblies
These have been delivered to 4 schools who requested them.
Impact: Giving pupils correct information on food and drink choices. Advising them what makes a
balanced diet, and what simple changes they can make to their choices to keep them fit and
healthy.
Participation of Groups and Cohorts
Newly introduced registers are being completed which is enabling schools to monitor the
participation of groups and cohorts in their school. This will now form a record for the
partnership to evidence the increasing numbers participating in sports in both individual schools
and the partnership as a whole. The information can also be used by individual schools to support
Schools games mark applications.

NQT/RQT PE training:
8 teachers in the early stages of their career have accessed training delivered by our PE specialist.
Course material was devised and written by Jo and delivered in the form of an informal class
room environment and also incorporated using an open floor for questions/sharing ideas.
Topics covered were Teaching = Outstanding Learning, Guide to KS1/2 Expectations, Lesson
Structure, Treating PE like any other lesson, Fun and Games, Differentiation in PE, STEP, SOL, and
Warm Up Ideas.
Impact: received great feedback from the teachers via evaluation sheets. Comments included
“Excellent knowledge and practical ideas”
“Easy to follow pointers and ideas”
“Relaxed and informative”
“Very clear, made me think of things I hadn’t thought of before”
Following on from this, teachers have identified practical sessions and support for gymnastics,
which will be incorporated into the next set of training for the group.

PE Leads Network Meetings
PE Leads have met together to discuss the calendar of events and next steps for the group. Work
around assessment has taken place including a sharing of good practise in this area; all schools
have assessment strategies and procedures which they are using in their own schools. The group
has continued to receive support and next steps towards the sports mark award and this has
proved to be a supportive process.

We are very proud that as a result of the effective use of the sports premium and a
dedication to the partnership work to support our pupils in this area, we have been
recognised by the Yorkshire Primary PE and Sport Awards and have won the West
Yorkshire Award for Increased Participation in Competitive Sports. This means that we
have also been entered into the Yorkshire Finals.

